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Abstract

Camera localization from monocular images has been a

long-standing problem, but its robustness in dynamic envi-

ronments is still not adequately addressed. Compared with

classic geometric approaches, modern CNN-based methods

(e.g. PoseNet) have manifested the reliability against illu-

mination or viewpoint variations, but they still have the fol-

lowing limitations. First, foreground moving objects are not

explicitly handled, which results in poor performance and

instability in dynamic environments. Second, the output for

each image is a point estimate without uncertainty quan-

tification. In this paper, we propose a framework which

can be generally applied to existing CNN-based pose re-

gressors to improve their robustness in dynamic environ-

ments. The key idea is a prior guided dropout module cou-

pled with a self-attention module which can guide CNNs

to ignore foreground objects during both training and in-

ference. Additionally, the dropout module enables the pose

regressor to output multiple hypotheses from which the un-

certainty of pose estimates can be quantified and leveraged

in the following uncertainty-aware pose graph optimization

to improve the robustness further. We achieve an average

accuracy of 9.98m/3.63◦ on RobotCar dataset, which out-

performs the state-of-the-art method by 62.97%/47.08%.

The source code of our implementation is available at

https://github.com/zju3dv/RVL-Dynamic.

1. Introduction

Localization is a fundamental problem in many applica-

tions including robotics, AR/VR, autonomous driving, etc.

A typical localization scenario is that a robot equipped by

sensors, e.g., camera, lidar, etc., is locating itself in a large-
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PTraining Image Test Image

Figure 1. Example images from the RobotCar dataset. Fore-

ground objects are different in training and test images, which in-

troduces bias when learning a camera pose regressor and leads to

unstable localization.

scale urban scene. Visual localization only requires a cam-

era and has drawn increasing attention because of its low

cost and broad applicability compared to other localiza-

tion techniques. Traditional geometric localization meth-

ods [32, 14, 13] mainly use handcrafted features and de-

scriptors and are rather sensitive to illumination variation,

viewpoint change, and dynamic elements, which are com-

mon in unconstrained environments.

Recently, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have

shown outstanding performance in object and place recog-

nition, which also motivates researchers to exploit the po-

tential of CNNs in visual localization. Many endeavors

have been made to address the limitations of traditional

methods, which will be discussed in Sec. 2. Among these

explorations, PoseNet [28] is a pioneering work that lever-

ages CNNs originally designed for object recognition to

solve camera pose regression, which has validated the fea-

sibility of visual localization through end-to-end neural net-

works. We refer to this kind of visual localization methods

as neural pose regressors since they directly regress 6-DOF

camera poses from images via a neural network.

Currently, most visual localization methods assume that

the environment is static, which is obviously not true in

practical scenarios. While neural pose regressors didn’t ex-

plicitly make this assumption, foreground moving objects

would inevitably degrade their accuracy and reliability as

shown in Fig. 1. To the best of our knowledge, handling

the dynamic objects for neural pose regressor has not been
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Figure 2. The proposed framework. Modern neural pose regressors [4, 28] generally comprises a feature extractor and a regressor (yellow

boxes). We propose a prior guided dropout module and a composite self-attention module (red boxes), which can be universally embedded

into the architecture of existing neural pose regressors, to alleviate the adverse impact from the unexpected movable objects in training and

test phases. Before feature extraction, the input pixels are randomly discarded by the dropout module based on a prior probability obtained

from object segmentation in training. After the feature extraction, the self-attention module reweights the extracted feature maps, i.e., a

2-D attention weight map, and a 1-D attention weight vector, to filter out the misleading features. Finally, the pose regressor predicts the

6-DOF camera poses from the re-weighted feature maps.

thoroughly discussed in literature. An intuitive approach is

to detect and subtract foreground objects from images be-

fore feeding images into CNNs, but our empirical results

suggested that this method gave a poor performance as the

subtraction resulted in salient image patterns (e.g., sharp

edges) that would affect the learning process.

In this paper, we propose a general framework to im-

prove the robustness of neural pose regressors in dynamic

environments with two novel modules as shown in Fig. 2.

The prior guided dropout module randomly drops pixels

based on a specified prior distribution obtained from an

object segmentation method and the self-attention module

reweights the extracted feature maps. With these two mod-

ules, the neural pose regressor can be guided to capture es-

sential features for localization and the impact from mov-

ing objects can be alleviated. Besides achieving high ac-

curacy, a robust localization should provide confidence lev-

els for predicted results. In regression problems, bootstrap-

ping [12, 18] is often utilized for asymptotic distribution

estimation. Similarly, the distribution of poses predicted

by a neural network is also hard to track analytically, so

we propose to approximate the pose distribution with mul-

tiple hypotheses generated by prior guided dropout, and fur-

ther improve the robustness by leveraging the pose distribu-

tion (mean and variance) in uncertainty-aware pose graph

optimization.

Our main contributions are summarized as follows:

• We propose a prior guided dropout module and a com-

posite self-attention module that can be naturally ap-

plied to existing neural pose regressors and guide the

networks to ignore distracting information from fore-

ground objects and focus on essential landmarks in the

background for robust localization.

• We propose to quantify the uncertainty of pose estima-

tion from multiple hypotheses given by the proposed

dropout method and feed the uncertainty measures into

uncertainty-aware pose-graph optimization to further

improve the robustness of pose estimation.

• We report the state-of-the-art results on the challenging

RobotCar dataset and outperform the existing methods

by a large margin.

2. Related Work

Given an image or a video, a visual localization sys-

tem attempts to compute the location of the camera relative

to some representation of the environment, which is often

called a map. According to different goals, visual localiza-

tion methods can be categorized into topological localiza-

tion and metric localization.
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Topological localization, which is also called place

recognition, aims to find whether the place or location

where the query image is taken has been visited before [30].

Traditionally, topological localization represents the map as

a bunch of images. Then, the problem is formulated as im-

age retrieval where the query image is matched to database

images based on image descriptors such as BoW (Bag-of-

Words) [16], VLAD [23, 9], and Fisher vector [24]. In this

framework, some efforts have been made to improve accu-

racy and efficiency. For example, FAB-MAP 2.0 [7, 8] uses

an inverted index with BoW model and probabilistic infer-

ence. Schindler et al. [37] accelerates retrieving speed via

hierarchical vocabulary tree [34].

Metric localization targets to figure out the metric po-

sition and orientation of cameras. A notable solution for

this problem is visual simultaneous localization and map-

ping (VSLAM) [32, 14, 13], which is able to simultane-

ously build the map and localize the camera by consecu-

tively estimating relative pose transformation between im-

age pairs. The map in VSLAM contains a number of 3D

landmarks such as points, edges and planes, and the 6-DOF

camera pose can be computed by feature matching between

2D points in images and 3D points in the map.

While remarkable results have been achieved, visual

localization in dynamic environments is still very chal-

lenging due to appearance variations and moving objects.

Some works proposed more robust local features such as

SIFT [29] and edge features [11, 22], which are invari-

ant to lighting, orientation and scale in certain circum-

stances, but these handcrafted descriptors still have limited

representability and robustness. In recent years, CNN has

shown its ability to learn more powerful features or rep-

resentations [35, 40]. In topological localization, Chen et

al. [5] was among the first that replaced handcrafted de-

scriptors [29, 36, 2] with CNN features. In metric localiza-

tion, PoseNet [28] proposed to memorize the environment

as parameters in a neural network and regress absolute 6-

DOF camera poses from single images. Since then, a bunch

of works has appeared to improve the localization accuracy

for CNN-based pose regressors. For example, Kendall et

al. [26] introduced a dropout procedure into PoseNet to

measure the model’s uncertainty. Clark et al. [6] proposed

to localize the cameras in a video sequence by bidirectional

LSTM (long short term memory) [38]. Kendall et al. [27]

managed to learn an optimal loss weight to regress posi-

tion and orientation simultaneously. Tayyab et al. [33]

exploited a 3D space data augmentation to reduce insuffi-

ciency of labeled data in wild scenes. Recently, Abhinav et

al. [41] proposed to learn visual odometry simultaneously

and localization and Brahmbhatt et al. [4] utilized relative

camera poses as an extra supervision signal along with con-

straints from unlabeled data.

The existence of movable objects is another challenge

in dynamic environments. Some efforts were devoted to

eliminating the influence of dynamic objects. For example,

Johns and Yang [25] and Hafez et al. [17] used the BoW

model and filtered out useless features determined by fea-

ture distinctiveness and feature reliability. Wang et al. [43]

and Dong et al. [10] proposed to detect moving objects to

obviate their disturbance. Yin and Shi [44] reasoned about

static and dynamic parts of a scene separately to compute

relative pose between image pairs. Vijayanarasimhan et

al. [42] segmented the moving objects in a dynamic scene

for motion estimation. To the best of our knowledge, there

is no prior work taking dynamic objects into account for a

neural pose regressor. Similar to [43, 10, 25], we aim to

reduce the influence of movable objects. The difference is

that it is easy to downweight object pixels in optimization

based methods but not straightforward in neural networks,

so we propose a prior guided dropout method to realize it.

3. Proposed Method

Recent works have employed CNNs to learn localization

and mapping implicitly, but they do not address the dynamic

objects issue in the scene and inevitably model them as part

of the map, which dramatically degrades the localization

accuracy and robustness. In this paper, we propose a frame-

work incorporating three essential components, i.e., prior

guided dropout, composite self-attention and pose refine-

ment with uncertainty-aware PGO (pose graph optimiza-

tion), to distill the reliable landmarks and filter out the in-

terferences from movable objects. Fig. 2 gives an overview

of our framework. Sec. 3.1 elaborates the prior distribution

modeling and prior guided dropout, which provides a prior-

ity guiding the network to concentrate on the valuable land-

marks. Then, a learnable attention module (Sec. 3.2) is em-

beded after the feature extractor endowing the model with

the ability to select faithful features and sense spatial differ-

ences. Finally, with a set of 6-DOF pose predictions gener-

ated by the regressor, we further apply an uncertainty-aware

PGO to refine the poses for the whole sequence, which will

be discussed in Sec. 3.3.

3.1. Prior Guided Dropout

Previous works of neural pose regressor [28, 4], tend

to make inaccurate predictions when dynamic objects (e.g.,

pedestrians) exist in the training or test frames, suggesting

that moving objects are actually noisy features that con-

taminate the data. As illustrated in Fig. 1, since the mov-

able vehicles occupy a significant portion in the view and

always remain in an image sequence, the network would

regard them as landmarks easily if no special supervision

is provided. We argue that neural pose regressors should

be guided to pay more attention to invariant features of the

scene and downweight the contaminated features.
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Figure 3. The CDF of dropout probability with different thresh-

old T . Larger µ decreases P (x < T ;µ) under the same T , which

means the pixels with higher probability belonging to movable ob-

jects will be discarded more likely. All the pixels will be discarded

if T = 0 and all the pixels will be preserved if T = 1.

Dropout [39, 20] is a common strategy to mitigate over-

fitting where the dropout probability specified to a feature

can be viewed as an importance weighting. On the other

hand, deep neural network is a mapping where dropout can

be treated as Bayesian approximation for posterior estima-

tion [15]. To guide neural pose regressors to concentrate

on valuable features and evaluate the posterior pose distri-

bution, we add a prior guided dropout module described in

Alg. 1 at the beginning of the neural pose regressor. More

specifically, the dropout module generates a random num-

ber x for each pixel in the input image and set the pixel

value as zero if x is smaller than a predefined threshold T .

The random number is generated from a Gaussian distribu-

tion whose mean and variance are spatially-varying which

depend on the frequency of being occupied by foreground

objects in training images. This prior guided dropout mod-

ule both improves the robustness of the model and provides

an uncertainty measurement for each predicted pose.

Informative prior can benefit both regression and

Bayesian inference. In our dropout module, the prior is rep-

resented by the Gaussian parameters which are in charge

of the dropout probability, so we also propose a statistical

strategy to compute the parameters. Firstly, we apply an off-

the-shelf segmentation approach, i.e., Mask R-CNN [19],

to generate a binary mask mk for each training image Ik
where mk(i, j) = 1 if pixel (i, j) belongs to a foreground

object, otherwise mk(i, j) = 0. Then, the parameters for

pixel (i, j) are calculated from the mask mk by

{

µ(i, j) = 1

n
Σn

k=1
mk(i, j)

σ2(i, j) = µ(i, j)(1− µ(i, j))
(1)

where n denotes the numer of training images.

A problem is that the prior may be biased, e.g., false de-

tection or leak detection of detectors, so we set a threshold

T to smoothly moves the overall probability for bias com-

pensation. Theoretically, the threshold T controls the shape

Before Attention After Attention

w/o PGD

with PGD

Figure 4. Activation maps before and after the self-attention mod-

ule. With PGD (prior guided dropout), the feature map before the

attention module highlights areas in the image occupied by a bus,

while the feature map after that concentrates on the door and the

walls, indicating that our proposed self-attention module success-

fully grasped the essential features. The feature map without PGD

still highlights the vehicles, which illustrates the importance of

PGD.

of CDF (cumulative distribution function) of dropout prob-

ability as illustrated in Fig. 3 deduced from the Q-function:

P (x < T ;µ) = F (T ;µ, σ) = 1−Q(
T − µ

σ
) (2)

where F denotes the CDF of Gaussian distribution.

Algorithm 1 Prior Guided Dropout

INPUT:

I(i, j): Image intensity of pixel (i, j)
µ(i, j),σ2(i, j): Prior Gaussian distribution parameters

T : Predefined threshold

OUTPUT:

O(i, j): Intensity assigned to (i, j) in an output image

for all (i, j) do

x←sample from N(µ(i, j),σ2(i, j))
if x < T then

O(i, j) = 0
else

O(i, j) = I(i, j)
end if

end for

3.2. Composite SelfAttention Module

Recently, the network architecture of neural pose regres-

sors mainly contains two stages, i.e., a feature extractor and

a global average pooling followed by a fully connected re-

gressor. These works take advantage of transfer learning

from image classification tasks, but apart from the bene-

fit, neural pose regressor should be more robust to noises

and perceive spatial information, which is obfuscated by

global pooling. Considering these two factors, we propose
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to embed a composite self-attention module containing a

spatial attention block and a channel attention block before

the global average pooling layer.

In the spatial attention block, as illustrated in Fig. 1, the

network spontaneously learns a 1-channel spatial weight

map from the input feature maps and then re-weight the

input features spatially to generate the final output. This

mechanism endows the model with the ability to automat-

ically choose the valuable locations to focus on. More-

over, inspired by the work of Hu et al. [21], we employ

the SE block in the channel attention module which enables

the model to filter out worthless feature channels. Fig. 4

presents a visually enhanced comparison to show the fea-

ture maps before/after self-attention model with/without the

prior guided dropout suggesting that prior guided dropout

help self-attention map achieve a stronger response in rea-

sonable regions, whereas the raw one focus on the movable

bus. Consequently, the composite self-attention module fur-

ther enhances the model’s capability in distilling the reli-

able features from a hodgepodge. Exhaustive experiments

demonstrate that this scheme boosts the convergence speed

and prediction accuracy especially in the environments with

piles of movable objects.

Regressor (𝝁, 𝝈𝟐)

T

Figure 5. Pose distribution estimation. We generate multiple hy-

potheses for each input image and estimate mean and variance.

3.3. UncertaintyAware PGO

Although we trained a model more robust to noises, in-

stability caused by moving objects yet can not be avoided

in dynamic environments. Therefore, a robust visual lo-

calization system should provide not only camera poses,

but also measurements of the uncertainty, so we propose

to evaluate asymptotic pose distribution via prior guided

dropout (Fig. 5).

The localization results provided by a neural pose re-

gressor keep consistency in long term but fails occasionally,

while the relative poses given by visual odometry (VO) are

reliable between image pairs but will be up against drift with

image sequence growing, so we propose to fuse the poses

with PGO by minimizing the following energy function:

Relative Pose

Absolute Pose

High Variance Pose

Variational PGO

Low Variance Pose

Constant PGO

Figure 6. We present the pose sequence comprised of relative

poses from visual odometry and absolute poses from neural pose

regressor. Constant PGO assigns equivalent weight to each pose

while the weight of absolute pose in variational PGO is given by

reciprocal of estimated variance during optimization. Therefore,

Variational PGO can benefit accuracy when variance is estimated

accurately.

Full Loop

KingsCollege StMarysChurch ShopFacade

Figure 7. We present the µ parameter images of the five scenes.

Movable objects always appear in the bottom of images in King’s

College and St Mary’s Church, while in the middle of images in

ShopFacade more frequently. In RobotCar dataset, movable ob-

jects show up on both sides of the road or in front of the car more

frequently. King’s College, full, and loop provide stronger prior.
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r∗i = log(R(θ∗
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TR(θ∗

i ))

(4)

where i denotes the index of image, p∗

i and θ∗

i are absolute

position and orientation to be optimized, vi and ri are rel-

ative translation and rotation calculated from p∗

i , p∗

i+1, θ∗

i

and θ∗

i+1. pi, θi are the absolute position and orientation

predicted by the neural pose regressor. ti, δi represent the

relative translation and rotation between pose of i and i+ 1
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Scene PoseNet A-PoseNet D-PoseNet AD-PoseNet AD-PoseNet+CPGO AD-PoseNet+VPGO

Full 46.61m,10.45◦ 62.46m,11.95◦ 38.56m,10.45◦ 33.82m,6.77◦ 27.35m,6.88◦ 27.37m,6.18◦

Loop 7.90m,3.53◦ 12.55m,4.63◦ 7.57m,3.61◦ 6.40m,3.09◦ 7.04m,3.03◦ 6.49m,2.80◦

Average 27.26m,6.99◦ 37.51m,8.29◦ 23.07m,7.09◦ 20.11m,4.93◦ 17.20m,4.96◦ 16.93m, 4.49◦

Scene MapNet A-MapNet D-MapNet AD-MapNet AD-MapNet+CPGO AD-MapNet+VPGO

Full 44.61m,10.38◦ 30.02m,6.97◦ 32.64m,10.07◦ 19.18m,4.60◦ 18.84m,13.73◦ 14.85m,4.30◦

Loop 9.29m,3.34◦ 8.41m,3.41◦ 9.72m,3.77◦ 6.45m,2.98◦ 6.37m,3.12◦ 5.10m,2.96◦

Average 26.95m,6.86◦ 19.22m,5.19◦ 21.18m,6.92◦ 12.82m,3.79◦ 12.61m,8.43◦ 9.98m,3.63◦

Table 1. Ablation study on RobotCar dataset. PoseNet [27] and MapNet [4] are used as baseline models. A and D denotes composite self-

attention and prior guided dropout. As shown in the table, composite self-attention module alone achieves minor improvement (A-MapNet)

and may even result in overfitting (A-PoseNet, Fig. 8), and prior guided dropout alone brings certain improvement (D-PoseNet, D-MapNet),

but the cooperation of these two modules boosts the performance (AD-PoseNet, AD-MapNet). Moreover, our VPGO (Variational PGO)

algorithm further raises the accuracy. By comparing with CPGO (Constant PGO) algorithm, it validates the effectiveness of both estimated

variance and VPGO algorithm. Note that the whole framework we proposed (AD-PoseNet+VPGO and AD-MapNet+VPGO) separately

outperforms the baseline (PoseNet and MapNet) by 37.89%/35.77% and 62.97%/47.08%.

Scene Spatial Extent PoseNet AD-PoseNet Bayesian PoseNet Dense PoseNet Dist. to NN

King’s College 140×40m 1.61m,2.95◦ 1.30m, 1.67◦ 1.74m,4.06◦ 3.34m,5.92◦ 1.66m,4.86◦

St Mary’s Church 80×60m 2.14m,5.06◦ 2.28m,4.80◦ 2.11m,8.38◦ 2.45m,7.96◦ 4.48m,11.3◦

ShopFacade 35×25m 1.55m,4.64◦ 1.22m,6.17◦ 1.25m,7.54◦ 1.41m,7.18◦ 2.10m,10.4◦

Average 1.77m,4.22◦ 1.60m, 4.21◦ 1.70m,6.66◦ 1.84m,6.67◦ 2.74m,8.85◦

Table 2. Comparison with related works on Cambridge Landmarks. PoseNet [27], Bayesian PoseNet [26] and Dense PoseNet [28] are state

of the art neural pose regressor. Dist. to NN is a topological localization method introduced in [28]. Out framework improves PoseNet

in both position and orientation and achieves state-of-the-art performance. The performance in the King’s College sequence has been

improved a lot compared to the others because its prior provides more information (see Fig. 7).
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Figure 8. Training loss comparison. D-PoseNet equips PoseNet with prior guided dropout and AD-PoseNet further insert composite

self-attention module into D-PoseNet. The composite self-attention module facilitates both PoseNet and MapNet to achieve lower training

loss and converge faster.

provided by VO. Lp, Lθ, Lt and Lδ are loss functions, w
p
i ,

wθ
i , wt

i and wδ
i are loss weights, R maps θ to rotation ma-

trix and log maps the lie group SO(3) into its tangent space,

i.e., lie algebra so(3).

Brahmbatt et al. [4] introduced a constant PGO method,

which uses equivalent weights to smooth poses in temporal

sequence. A critical defect of this algorithm is that a well-

predicted pose will be erroneously dragged. By contrast,

we propose a variational PGO which assigns reciprocal of

estimated variances to loss weights of absolute poses, i.e.,

w
p
i and wθ

i . As illustrated in Fig. 6, absolute poses with

high variance will be dragged easily by relative poses while

low variance assist them in standing still in variational PGO,

so good measurements of variance can further improve the

accuracy of predicted poses.

4. Experiments

In this section, we first introduce the datasets we experi-

ment on, and then exhibit a thorough ablation study to eval-

uate each proposed components. The comparison with the

state-of-the-art is demonstrated finally. Some implementa-

tion details and more experimental results are provided in

supplementary materials.

4.1. Datasets

We evaluate our method on two publicly available

datasets: Cambridge Landmarks [28] and Oxford Robot-

Car [31], and to keep consistent with previous works, we

compute median error on Cambridge Landmarks and mean

error on Oxford RobotCar. The Cambridge Landmarks

contains several short image sequences captured in differ-
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Scene DSAC ORB-SLAM2 DBoW3 Stereo VO PoseNet MapNet AD-MapNet

Full N/A N/A 222.49m,33.80◦ 80.32m,13.73◦ 46.61m,10.45◦ 44.61m,10.38◦ 19.18m,4.60◦

Loop N/A N/A 7.88m,3.87◦ 22.42m,45.50◦ 7.90m,3.53◦ 9.29m,3.34◦ 6.45m,2.98◦

Average N/A N/A 115.19m,18.84◦ 51.37m,29.62◦ 27.26m,6.99◦ 26.95m,6.86◦ 12.82m,3.79◦

Table 3. Comparison with related works on Oxford RobotCar. DSAC [3] needs a dense 3D model so it can not figure out poses from

RGB image. ORB-SLAM2 [32], a geometry based localization system, takes a long time to initialize and fails to track when the car turns.

DBoW3 [1] is a topological localization method, which works better on loop than on full because full is more dynamic (which is also

the reason our model achieves more improvement on full). The trajectory of Stereo VO is provided by Oxford RobotCar dataset, and

we compute its accuracy after aligning it to ground truth. Our model (AD-MapNet) outperforms previous works and achieves superior

accuracy on both full and loop.

Position Variance Position VarianceOrientation Variance Orientation Variance

Full Loop

Figure 9. We sample 9 times with AD-MapNet to estimate the posterior pose distribution on RobotCar dataset including mean and

variance of position and orientation. The scatter points whose position and color is given by mean pose and variance show that higher

variance denotes lower localization accuracy, which means the variance provided by our method is a good uncertainty measurement. A

detailed variance analysis is provided in supplementary.

Scene T=0.05 T=0.1 T=0.2 T=0.4

Full (P) 29.74m,8.86◦ 25.20m,9.31◦ 19.18m,4.60◦ 33.03m,7.59◦

Loop (P) 6.62m,3.05◦ 5.65m,2.53◦ 6.45m,2.98◦ 6.51m,3.06◦

Full (U) 48.35m,12.58◦ 54.81m,13.95◦ 53.69m,13.25◦ 46.53m,11.69◦

Loop (U) 10.57m,4.58◦ 10.58m,5.70◦ 9.53m,3.60◦ 15.71m,6.06◦

Table 4. Localization accuracy of AD-MapNet trained with dif-

ferent T is presented in the table. P and U respectively denotes

prior guided dropout and uniform dropout. The difference between

the accuracy of P and U shows that prior guided dropout surpass

uniform dropout, which validates the effectiveness of prior guided

dropout module. T = 0.2 and T = 0.1 are the best choices on full

and loop, and both higher and lower T degrades the performance.

It proves that T is an effective bias compensation approach.

ent places, along with corresponding pose ground-truths

computed by the structure from motion. King’s College,

St Mary’s Church and ShopFacade are three challenging

scenes containing significant clutters as reported by [28].

The Oxford RobotCar contains over 100 sequences cap-

tured from a consistent route in Oxford, UK, by a car

equipped with sensors. The video sequences are replete

with complex traffic conditions and abundant with movable

objects such as vehicles and pedestrians. Following the pre-

vious work of Brahmbhatt et al. [4], we extract several se-

quences from the whole dataset constituting two different

scenes to experiment on, i.e., full and loop.

4.2. Experimental Setup

Following the work of Brahmbhatt et al. [4], in all our

experiments, we apply logarithm of a unit quaternion i.e.,

θ = logq, to measure the camera orientation, and use the

loss function given by

loss(x, x̂) = ||p− p̂||1e
−β + β + ||θ − θ̂||1e

−γ + γ (5)

where x = (p,θ) denotes the ground-truth of camera pose

composed of the position p and orientation θ, x̂ = (p̂, θ̂)
represents the predicted camera pose, while β and γ are

two learnable parameters to adaptively balance the posi-

tion loss and orientation loss. Specifically, we use Mask

R-CNN [19] to segment the movable objects including six

classes (i.e., bus, car, person, bicycle, truck and motorcycle)

generating the binary masks, based on which the parameters

of Gaussian distribution (Fig. 7) is calculated as mentioned

in Sec. 3.1, and the dropout threshold T used in the prior

guided dropout is set to 0.2.

4.3. Ablation Study

We carry out a thorough ablation study to demonstrate

the effectiveness of each proposed module. To demon-

strate the universality of the proposed modules, we test our

methods by applying them to state-of-the-art pose regres-

sors PoseNet [28] and MapNet [4].

We assess the effectiveness of our methods by sequen-

tially adding the proposed modules to the raw neural pose

regressors, i.e., PoseNet and MapNet, and evaluate the per-

formance step by step. To be more specific, the D-* and

A-* ones in Table. 1 denotes the model only applied with

the prior guided dropout or self-attention module in train-

ing, and the models who named with prefix ‘AD’ (self-
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Ground Truth

MapNet

Ground Truth

AD-MapNet+VPGO

Ground Truth

AD-MapNet

Loop-Seq1:

Full:

Loop-Seq2:

34128 Frames

9562 m

3438 Frames

1120 m

3040 Frames

1120 m

44.61(m)/10.38(∘) 14.85(m)/4.30(∘)

8.09(m)/2.71(∘) 3.96(m)/2.45(∘)

19.18(m)/4.60(∘)

4.52(m)/2.27(∘)

8.60(m)/3.79(∘)10.65(m)/4.05(∘) 6.38(m)/3.54(∘)

Figure 10. Comparison of localization results given by MapNet, AD-MapNet, and AD-MapNet+VPGO on full and loop. As there

are two sequences (Seq1 is 2014-06-23-15-36-04, and Seq2 denotes 2014-06-26-08-53-56) in the test of loop, we perform PGO for them

respectively. Compared to MapNet, AD-MapNet significantly reduces failure localization results, and AD-MapNet+VPGO converges most

outliers because of the highly confidential variance estimation. Our framework improves MapNet by 66.7%/58.6% on 2014-12-09-13-21-

02 (full), 51.1%/9.6% on 2014-06-23-15-36-04 and 40.0%/12.6% on 2014-06-26-08-53-56.

attention and prior guided dropout) are armed with both

prior guided dropout and self-attention module. Further-

more, our enhanced PGO method (*+VPGO) described

in Sec. 3.3 is also evaluated by comparing with the ver-

sion (*+CPGO) adopted by Brahmbhatt et al. [4], which

uses constant weights on each term in Eq. (3). The mean

and variance utilized in VPGO are calculated through prior

guided dropout in test. As illustrated in Table 1, the accu-

racy is improved as the integrity is increasing.

We investigate the influence of threshold T and prior

guided dropout module on the prediction results exhibited

in Table 4, which shows that the prior guided dropout ex-

erts a positive impact to filter out the irrelevant objects and

improves the localization accuracy. Moreover, we visual-

ize the relationship between the prediction accuracy and the

variance measured by our prior guided dropout module. As

displayed in Fig. 9, the predictions with lower variances in-

cline to lie nearer to the ground-truth trajectory, while those

with high variances deviates from the trajectory. The strong

negative correlation between the prediction accuracy and

variance manifests that the prior guided dropout can be ex-

ploited as weight terms in PGO to further refine the pre-

dicted poses globally as mentioned in Sec. 3.3. As plotted

in Fig. 10, our proposed VPGO rectify the predictions far

from the trajectory by global optimization, which signifi-

cantly improves the localization accuracy and robustness.

4.4. Comparison with Related Works

We compare with the state-of-the-art works on both

Cambridge Landmarks and Oxford RobotCar datasets as

demonstrated in Table. 2 and Table. 3.3. The experiments

show the existing neural pose regressors are seriously im-

pacted by dynamic objects, while our framework signifi-

cantly improves the robustness of neural pose regressor in

dynamic environments and outperforms the existing meth-

ods by a large margin on the challenging RobotCar dataset.

5. Conclusions

We proposed a novel visual localization framework

which significantly improves the accuracy and robustness

of modern neural pose regressor in dynamic environments,

especially in complicated urban traffic. The integration of

prior guided dropout and self-attention strategy is quite use-

ful and can be easily incorporated into a modern neural net-

work, which provides a chance to introduce prior into neu-

ral network and an uncertainty evaluation method. These

modules might be also useful for other tasks where data is

contaminated by gross errors whose distribution can be pre-

computed by some other methods from data.
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